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A finite automaton .d with a distance function d is a sextuple, (C, Q, M, S, F, d), such that 
C is the input alphabet, Q is the finite set of states, M: Q x C -+ 2Q is the transition function, 
S c Q and F c Q are the sets of initial and final states, respectively, d: Q x C x Q -+ (0, 1, co } 
is the distance function, where co denotes infinity, and d satisfies the following: for any 
(q,a,q’)E Q XCX Q, d(q,a,q’= co iff q’ eM(q,a). M is extended to Q XC* and d is 
extended to Q x C* x Q in the usual way. & is said to be limited in distance if there exists a 
nonnegative integer k such that for any w accepted by .d, d(q, W, q’) < k for some q E S and 
q’ E F. This paper shows that there exists an algorithm for deciding whether or not an 
arbitrary finite automaton with a distance function is limited in distance. 
1. INTR~OU~TI~N 
A finite automaton d with a distance function d is a sextuple, (Z, Q, M, S, F, d), 
such that .Z is the input alphabet, Q is the finite set of states, M: Q X C-+ 2Q is the 
transition function, S c Q and F c Q are the sets of initial and final states, respec- 
tively, d: Q x Z x Q -+ (0, 1, co } the distance function, where co denotes infinity, and 
d satisfies the following: for any (q, a, q’) E Q x C x Q, d(q, a, q’) = 00 iff 
q’ G?Z M(q, a). M is extended to Q x Z* + 2Q in such a way that for any w E C*, and 
a E C, M(q, ,I) = q, where 1 is the null word, and M(q, wa) = M(M(q, w), a). The 
event accepted by M’ is denoted by R&M’), and R(d) = (W E Z* ( M(S, w) n F # 0}, 
where 0 is the empty set. d is extended to Q X C” X Q in such a way that for any 
q, 4’ E Q, w E Z*, and uEZ, (1) d(q,I,q’)=O if q=q’, (2) d(q,w,q’)=a, if 
4’ @ M(q, w), and (3) d(q, wa, q’) = min(d(q, w, q”) + d(q”, a, q’) ) q” E M(q, w), and 
q’ E M(q”, a)} if q’ E M(q, wu). ~8’ is said to be limited in distance if there exists a 
nonnegative integer k such that for any w E R(d), d(q, w, q’) < k for some q E S 
and q’ E F. 
This paper shows that there exists an algorithm for deciding whether or not an 
arbitrary finite automaton with a distance function is limited in distance. The 
motivation of this work is to consider some representation problems and star height 
problems on regular events (or regular languages), and these relations will be 
discussed in the forthcoming papers [6, 71. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume that the reader is familiar to finite automata, and regular events (or 
regular languages). In this section we present some notation and definitions. 
Let Z be a finite alphabet; 1, the null word; and 0, the empty set (or the empty 
set). For w E C*, Z(w) is the length of w, and #Q is the number of elements in a finite 
set Q. co is the symbol for infinity, and we assume in the usual way that for any 
nonnegative integer i, i t co = co, min( i, co} = i, and i < co. 
In the rest of the paper, a finite automaton zi’ with a distance function is called in 
short a D-automaton &‘. 
Remark. In the definition of a D-automaton JX?’ in Section 1, for any q, q’ E Q 
and w E C* with q’ E M(q, w), d(q, w, q’) = k implies that there exists a “transition 
path” spleed by w from q to q’ with distance k. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For any D-automaton &’ = (Z, Q, M, S, F, d), the following 
(1) - (3) are defined: 
(1) D(YoP)=sup{d(S,w,F)/wER(YcS)}. 
(2) &’ is said to be limited in distance if D(d) < co. 
(3) M, is a function from 2Q x Z* to 2Q such that for any t c Q and w E C*, 
M,(t, w) = (9’ E Q I @, w, 4’) = 0). 
We say that the limitedness problem on D-automata is decidable if there exists an 
algorithm for decising whether or not an arbitrary D-automaton is limited in distance. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any D-automaton d = (Z, Q, M, S, F, d), the following 
(1) and (2) hold: 
(1) If R(d) is finite, then ~2 is limited in distance. 
(2) If #S = 1 and for any q E Q and a E C, #M(q, a) < 1, then L+?’ is limited 
in distance iff there exists no (9 o,x,ql, Y,41, z,q,)ESxX*xQx 
C+ xQxC”xF such that q1=M(q,,x), q,=M(q,,y), qz=Wq,,z)EF and 
d(q, > y, sJ > 0. 
Remark. For a D-automaton &’ = (C, Q, M, S, F, d), generally M is not deter- 
ministic, and we could not apply to &’ the result (2) in Proposition (2.1). 
3. O-DETERMINISTIC D-AUTOMATA 
DEFINITION 3.1. A D-automaton 3p = (C, Q, M, S, F, d) is O-deterministic if for 
any q E Q and a E C, #M,(q, a) ,< 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any D-automaton d = (Z:, Q, M, S, F, d) the following 
(1)~ (3) hold: 
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(1) For any t c Q, w E Z*, and a E Z, M,,(t, wu) = M,(M,(t, w), a). 
(2) For any t c Q, and v, w E Z”, M,,(t, VW) = M,(t, u), w). 
(3) & is O-deterministic ifSfor any q E Q and w E Z*, #M,,(q, w) < 1. 
Proof. (1) M,(t, wu) = (q’ E Q ) d(t, wu, q’) = 0) = (q’ E Q ) for some q” E Q, 
d(t, w, q”) = d(q”, a, q’) = 0) = M,(M,,(t, w), a). 
(2) M,(t, uw) = {q’ E Q ( d(t, uw, q’) = 0} = {q’ E Q ( for some q” E Q, 
d(t, v, q”) = d(q”, w, q’) = 0) = M,,(M,,(t, u), w). 
(3) Sufficiency is clear. Necessity. If A#’ is O-deterministic, then for any q E Q, 
(i) #M,(q, A) = 1, (ii) f or any a E 2, #M,(q, a) < 1, and (iii) for any w EC* and 
a E II, #M,,(q, wa) = #M,,(M,(q, w), a) ( 1 by induction on l(w). 
LEMMA 3.2. For any D-automaton & = (2, Q, M, S, F, d), one can construct a 
D-automaton &” = (2; Q’, M’, S’, F’, d’) for which the following (1) - (5) hold: 
(1) #S’ = 1. 
(2) xf’ is O-deterministic. 
(3) R(d’) = R(d). 
(4) D(&‘) = D(d). 
(5) M” is limited in distance @ff-c4 is limited in distance. 
Proof. From ~2, we construct a D-automaton &” = (Z, Q’, M’, S’, F’, d’) as 
follows: 
(a) Q’ is the smallest subset of 2Q such that (i) S E Q’, and (ii) if t E Q’ and 
a E Z, then M,(t, a) E Q’ and M(t, a) E Q’. 
(b) For any t, t’ E Q’ and a E.E, (i) M’(t,a) = (M,(t,u), M(t, a)) and (ii) 
d(t, a, t’) = 0 if t’ = M,,(t, a), d(t, a, t’) = 03 if t’ & {M,(t, a), M(t, a)}, and 
d(t, a, t’) = 1 if t’ = M(t, a) and M(t, a) # M,(t, a). 
(c) S’=(S},andF’=(t~Q’ItnF#0}. 
Then (1) is clear since S’ = {S}. Part (2) is clear since for any t, t’ E Q’ and 
a E ,?Y, d(t, a, t’) = 0 if t’ =M,(t, a). We shall prove (3). Let w E R(d). Then 
M(S, w) n F # 0. Then M(S, w) E M’(S, w) and M(S, w) E F’. Thus w E R(&‘). 
Conversely let w E R(&“). Then for some t E Q’, t E M’(S, w), and t f7 F # 0. 
Moreover we can see that t c M(S, w) by induction on w. Thus M(S, w) n F # 0 and 
w E R(J). To prove (4) and (5), we shall show that for any w E R(d), d(S, w, F) = 
d’(S’, w, F’). To do this, it will suffice to prove the following (i) and (ii) since (i) 
implies d(S, w, F) > d’(S’, w, F’) and (ii) implies d’(S’, w, F’) > d(S, w, 5’): 
(i) For any qE S, wEC*, and q’ E M(q, w), there exists I’ E Q’ such that 
q’ E t’, and d(q, w, q’) > d’(S, w, t’). 
(ii) For any w E Z*, t’ E M’(S, w), and q’ E t’, there exists q E S such that 
d’(S, w, t’) > d(q, w, s’). 
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Proof of (i). The proof is by induction on l(w). If Z(w) = 0, then (i) is clear since 
d(q, R, q) = d’(S, A, S) = 0. Let w E Z*, a E Z, q E S, and q’ E M(q, wa). Now let 
q” E Q be such that d(q, wa, q’) = d(q, w, q”) + d(q”, a, q’). By the inductive 
hypothesis, there exists t” E Q’ such that q” E t” and d(q, w, q”) > d’(S, w, t”). If 
d(q”, a, q’) = 0, then q’ E MO(t”, a), M,,(t”, a) E Q’ and d’(r”, a, MO(t”, a)) = 0. 
Thus d(q, wu, q’) > d’(S, wu, Mo(t”, a)) and (i) follows. If d(q”, a, q’) = 1, then 
q’ E M(t”, a), M(t”, a) E Q’, and d’(t”, a, M(t”, a)) < 1, and (i) follows similarly. 
Proof of (ii). The proof is by induction on l(w). If I(w) = 0, then (ii) is clear since 
d’(S,~,S)=d(q,~,q)=OforanyqES.LetwEC*anduE~.Lett’EM’(S,wu), 
and q’ E t’. Let t” E Q’ be such that d’(S, wu, t’) = d’(S, w, f”) + d’(t”, a, t’). By 
definition of d’, we can see that there exists q” E t” such that d’(t”, a, t’) > 
d(q”, a, q’). (This can be seen by considering two cases of d’(t”, a, f’) = 0 and 
d’(t”, a, t’) = 1.) Moreover by the inductive hypothesis, there exists q E S such that 
d’(S, w, t”) > d(q, w, 4”). Then d’(S, wu, t’) > d(q, wu, q’) and (ii) follows. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Due to Lemma 3.2, we assume that all D-automata are O-deterministic in the rest 
of the paper. 
4. THE SET OF WORKS ON D-AUTOMATA 
In the rest of the paper, let JXY = (Z, Q, M, S, F, d) be an arbitrary D-automaton. 
We shall establish an algorithm for deciding whether or not CrB is limited in distance. 
By Lemma 3.2, we can assume that SY is O-deterministic and #S = 1. Let S = (s}. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A work on J?’ is a pair, (t, y), such that for some X, .z E z1*, 
xyz E R(d), and t = M(s, x). IV(&) is the set of works on ,d. 
DEFINITION 4.2. M- is a function from C* x 2Q to 2Q such that for any w E C* 
andtcQ,M-(w,f)={qEQIM(q,w)nt#0). 
DEFINITION 4.3. For any 6 = (t, w) E I+‘(&‘), the following (1) - (6) are defined: 
(1) z(S)={q~t/M,(q,w)f0}. 
(2) a(6) = {t’ c Q 1 for some X, y E C*, w = xy and t’ = M,&(6), x)}. 
(3) /3(S) = {t’ c Q ( for some X, y E C*, w = xy and t’ = M(t, x) -M,(z(~),x)). 
(4) Z(d) = #Q -#M&, w). 
(5) ~(4 = {(q, 4’) I q E. t and 4’ E Ma ~11. 
(6) e(S) = {w’ E Z* 1 for any q E t, M,(q, w’) = M,(q, w) and M(q, w’) = 
WA w)l* 
LEMMA 4.1. For any 6 = (t, w) E W(d), 
(1) 0 <W <#Q. 
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(2) For my (q, 4’) E t x M(t, w) - p(J), d(q, w, s’) = co. 
(3) For any w’ E e(d), Z(S) =Z(t, w’). 
LEMMA 4.2. For any 6 = (t, w) E W(d) with p(8) = {$}, and (q, q’) E p(6), 
d(q,w,q’)<#t- 1. 
Proof. Let 6 = (t, w) E W(d) and p(S) = (4). Assume that for some (q, q’) E 
p(6), d(q, w, q’) > #t. Then there exist xi, x, ,..., x,+ I E Et and q,, qz ,..., q, E Q 
such that d(q,w,q’)=m+l>#t, w=x,x2...x,+,, d(q,x,,q,)=d(q1,x2,q2)= 
. . . = d(q,, x,+, , q’) = 1. For each i = 0, l,..., m + 1, we define q(i) as follows: 
q(0) = q, and for i = l,..., m + 1, q(i) E t is such that M,,(q(i), x,x2 ... xi) = qi. Since 
m t 1 > #t, for some i,j with O< i <j< m + 1, q(i) =q(j). But then 
d(qiV xi+ 1 “* xj, qj) = 0 since M’ is O-deterministic. Then d(q, w, q’) < m + 1, which is 
a contradiction. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. For any 6 E W(M), if Z(6) = min(Z(b’) 16’ E IV(&)}, then 
P(J) = ($1. 
Prooj Let 6 = (t, w). Assume that Z(J) = min(Z(b’) 16’ E IV@‘)}, and 
p(S) # (4). Then for some x, y E E*, w = xy, and M(t, x) - M,(z(6), x) # 4. We 
Put 6’ = (kqt, x), A). Then 6’ E W(d), ~(8’) = M(t, x), and Z(8) = 
#Q - #M&$6’), A> = #Q - #M(t, x) < #Q - #M&(S), x) < #Q - #M&(6), w) = 
Z(S). This is a contradiction. 
DEFINITION 4.4. For any i E (0, l,..., n}, o(i) is defined inductively as follows, 
where n = #Q: 
(1) o(O)=n- 1. 
(2) Ifi>O,theno(i)=(o(i-l)+n+ l)(n+ l)n+126n2+1. 
LEMMA 4.4. For any iE {0, l,..., n}, o(i) < n((n + 1)3n26nzt1)i. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on i E {0, l,..., n}. If i= 0, then the assertion is 
clear. Let i > 0. Then 
o(i) = (o(i - 1) t n t l)(n t l)“+’ 26”2+’ 
< (n((n t l>3n 2 6n2+l)i-1 + n + I)(~ + 1)ntl 26n2t1 
=n(n t 1) 3n)i--l)+n+l~(6n~+l)i + (n f l)n+226n2+1 
< n(n + l)n+‘2(6”Z+‘“((n + 1)3”(‘-” + n + 1) 
<n(n + 1) nt 12(6&t l)i(n + 1)3ni-3n+ I 
< n(n + 1)3ni-2n+2 2(6n2+I)i 
< n((n t 1)3” s 26”2+‘)‘. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.5. If JS? is limited in distance, then for any 6 = (t, w) E W(d) with 
t = M(t, w), z(6) # 4. 
Proof. Assume that J is limited in distance, S = (t, w) E W(d), t = M(t, w) and 
z(6) = 4. Then for any (q, q’) E p(6), d(q, w, q’) > 0, and there exist x, y E Z* such 
that t=M(s,x), and xwy E R(d). We put k= D(d) + 1 and w’ =xwky. Then 
w’ E R(d) and d(s, w’, F) > k > D(d), which is a contradiction. 
5. MAIN LEMMA AND MAIN THEOREM 
We are now ready to state the main theorem. 
MAIN THEOREM. A D-automaton & = (2Y, Q, M, s, F, d) is limited in distance 13 
D(&‘) < n((n + 1)3n . 26”2+1 a ) , where & is O-deterministic and n = #Q. 
The main theorem provides the following algorithm for deciding whether or not c?p 
is limited in distance. 
ALGORITHM 5.1. Let &’ be as in the main theorem. For any q, q’ E Q, we 
define R,(q, q’) = {w E C* 1 d(q, w, q’) = 0}, and define L(zZ) as follows: L(d) = 
{R, I for SOme q E f’, R, = Rots, q)l U (R,.(a,).R,.~a,~~..(a,).R,+,l 
(1) m < n((n + l)j” . 26n2+1)n, (2) ai E C for i= l,..., m, (3) for some 
qj,,qjzEQ(j=l,...,m+l), qll=S, qm+1,2EF, Rj=R,(qjl,qjz) (j=l,..*,m+l), 
and (4) for i= l,..., m, d(qi2,ai,qi+,,,)= 1). 
Then y?p is limited in distance iff R(xf) = R ; U R i U . .. U R; for some k > 1 and 
R; ,..., R; E L(M). 
Remark. Clearly we can construct, from ,d, R,(q, q’) for any q, q’ E Q and 
L(xZ), and decide whether or not & is limited in distance by the algorithm. To prove 
the main theorem, we need the following main lemma. 
MAIN LEMMA. Zf .d is limited in distance, then for any 6 = (t, w) E W(&) and 
any integer k > n((n + l)3n + 2 c+’ ‘)n, there exist w’ E e(6), and p c p(6) for which 
the following (1) - (3) hold: 
(1) z(t, w’) = z(6). 
(2) For any (a@) E P, d(q, w, q’), d(q, w’, 4’) < W(Q). 
(3) For any (9, 4’) E ~(6) - P, d(q, w’, 4’) 2 k. 
Using the main lemma, we can prove the main theorem as follows. Sufficiency is 
obvious by definition. Necessity. Assume that & is limited in distance, and let k be 
an integer such that k > D(d) and k > n((n + 1)3” . 26n2t1)n. Consider any 
w E R(d). Then 6 = (s, w) E W(d), and by the main lemma, there exist w’ E e(6) 
and p c p(6) for which (1) - (3) hold in the main lemma. Since w’ E R(d) and 
k > D(d), there exists (q, q’) E p such that q = s, q’ E F, and d(q, w, q’), 
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d(q, w’, 4’) <o(Z)& < n(nn + 1)3n . 26n*+‘)n. Thus D(J) < n((n + 1)3n ’ 26nZ+‘)“, 
and the main theorem holds. 
In the rest of the paper we shall prove the main lemma. The proof is by induction 
on i E (Z(S) 1 6 E W(d)}. We need some additional definitions and lemmas. 
DEFINITION 5.1. For any w E .X *, Pre(w) is the set of prefixes of w, that is, 
Pre(w) = (x E z* 1 w = xy for some y E z*}. Suf(w) is the set of suffixes of w, that 
is, Suf(w)= {yEE*)w=xy for somexEE*}. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let 6 = (t, w) E IV(d). For any x, I E JY* and y, ,..., y’ E ,!Y+ 
with xy, yt ..a yr z E Pre(w) and e = 4(#Q)‘, 6 is said to be complex at 
(4 Y, >***, y! , z) if the following (1) - (5) hold: 
(1) For any q E t, M,(q, x) = M,(q, x) = .a. = M,(q, xyI .a. y’), and M(q, x) = 
M(q, XY * > = *. * = Jqq, XY I * * * Yc >. 
(2) For any qEM(t,xz), M-(z,q)=M-(y,z,q)=.*-=M-(y, e-a y,z,q). 
(3) #M&(S), w) = #M&Q xl. 
(4) MO, x) - MOM43 xl f 8. 
(5) For any q, q’ E M(t, x) -M&z(6), x), and i = l,..., P, d(q, yi, q’) > 0. 
6 is said to be complex if it is complex at (x, y, ,..., y’, z) for some x, z E ,Y* and 
y, ,..., y’ E z+. 6 is said not to be complex if it is not complex at (x, y, ,..., y, , z) for 
any x, z E z* and y, ,..., y, E 2’. 
LEMMA 5.1. LetJ=(t,w)E W(M’),U~,X, y ,,..., y(,z, u,EE*, uOxy, ... y,zv,E 
Pre(w), and! = 4(#Q)‘. Let 6’ = (M(t, v,), xy, .-. y, zu,). Zf Z(6’) = Z(6) and 6’ is 
complex at (x, y, ,..., L; , z), then 6 is complex at (vOx, y, ,..., y,, z). 
ProoJ Assume that Z(8) = Z(S), and 6’ is complex at (x, y, ,..., y, , z). Then for 
any 4 E 4 Mo(q9 uox) = Mo(~,(qy u,), 4 = M,W,(q, uo), .v,> = ... = 
MoWok, uo), XYl ..a y’) = M,(q, vOxy,) = -a. = M&q, uOxy, ..a y,). Similarly 
wq, VOX) = qq, "*XYJ = *-* = M(q, uoxy, a.. y,). Thus (1) follows. Part (2) is 
clear. To prove (3) - (5), we shall first show that M,(z(6), vex) = M,(z(6’), x). The 
inclusion M,(z(6), vex) c M,(z(S’), x) is clear. If M,(z(&), x) - M,(z(6), vex) f 4, 
then #M,(z(~‘), xy, *.* Y{ ZVl> = #M&(6’), x) > #MJ(z(@, VOX) > #q&(6), w), 
which is a contradiction to Z(8) = Z(S). Thus M,(z(J’), x) = M,(z(6), vex). Now (3) 
follows since #Mo(z(G), w) = #M,(z(6’), xy, .a* y, ZUJ = #M,(z(&), x) = 
#M,(z(6), u,x). (4) and (5) follow since M(t, V,X) - M,(z)&, q,x) = 
M(M(t, uO), x) - M,(z(6’), x). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
DEFINITION 5.3. For any 6 = (t, w) E W(d), V,(S) and V(S) are defined as 
follows: 
(1) Vo(@ = {WOG?, 1 x)7 WCII 7 xh Mok,, xl, wq,, XL Mo(q, 3 4, w7( 3 x), 
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M- (Y, 41), kf- (J4 q;L M-( u, qh) ( x, y E Z’“, t = {q, ,.a., (I, 1, M(t, w) = (9: 9***9 q:, I? 
and w=xy}. 
(2) V(6)= {(M(q,,x), M(q,,x) ,.*., M(q,,x), M-(Jhql),..., M~(.%qkJ/ 
X, y E ,r*, w = xy, t = {q, ,..., q,}, and Wt, w) = 1s; T...9 qA,\ !. 
LEMMA 5.2. For any 6 E W(d), the following (1) and (2) hold, where n = #Q: 
(1) #V,(J) < (n + 1)“4? 
(2) #V(6) < 4”2. 
Proof. ,In Definition 5.3, &‘, m < n, and for any q E t, q’ E M(t, w) and x, y EC* 
with w = xy, (1) M,(q, x) E Q, or W&z, x) = 4, and (2) M(q,x), M-b, 4’) = 
zQ - Ml* Thus #V,(6) < (n + 1)“(2” - 1)‘” < (n + 1)“4”*, and #V(J) < 
(2” - 1)zn < 4”*. 
Now we shall prove the main lemma by induction on i E {Z(s) ( 6 E IV(&)). Let 
6 = (t, w) E W(d). 
Base. Assume that Z(S) = min{Z(d’) ( S’ E IV(&)}. By Lemma 4.3, /3(S) = {$). 
Now we put w’ = w and p = p(6). Then the assertion is clear by Lemma 4.2. 
Inductive Step. Assume that Z(6) > min(Z(6’) j 6’ E W(J)}. We consider four 
cases. In the following, we put n = #Q. 
Case (1). p(S) = {4}. The assertion is clear as above. 
Case (2). PC& f 141, and z(6) = 4. Then Z(S) = n, and w # A. There exist 
t I ,..., t, c Q, 2 < I < 2” - 1, xi E C” for i = l,..., 1, and aj E .E for j = l,..., f - 1 such 
that t,=t, ~=x~a,~~~a,~,x,, ti=M(ti,xJ for i=l,..., e, and tj+,=M(t,i,uj) for 
j= l,..., I- 1. For i= l,..., t, we put Ji = (ti,xi). Then 6, E IV(&)), and by 
Lemma 4.5, z(6,.) # 4. Then Z(si) < Z(S) = n, and by the inductive hypothesis, there 
exist w; E E* and pi c ~(6~) for which (1) - (3) in the assertion hold. We put 
w’=w;a,w~a,...a,_, w/ and p = ((4, 4’) E p(J) / for some (qir, qi2) E Pi for 
i = l,..., E, (i) q, 1 = q, (ii) q12 = q’, and (iii) qj+ 11 E M(qj,, aj) for j = l,..., I - 1). 
Then p c p(6), w’ E e(6) and z(t, w’) = z(6). Moreover we have 
(i) For any (9, q’) E p(6) - P, d(q, w’, 4’) 2 k. 
(ii) For any (4, q’) E P, 4% w, q’), 4% w’, 4’) < Mn - 1) + 1) . & < 
(o(n - 1) + 1)(2” - 1) < o(n). 
Case (3). /W) + {#}, $4 Z 4, and 6 is not complex. Since /3(S) # {$}, w #A. 
We consider a decomposition of w, w = x, xz . . . x( for which the following (3.1) and 
(3.2) hold: 
(3.1) xiEC+ for i= l,..., E. 
(3.2) For i = l,..., I, M(t, x, ... xi) - M,(z(6), x, .a. xi) # 4, and for any xi E 
Pre(x,)- &xi}, M(t,x, a.. xi-rxl) =M,(z(6), x, ... xi-ix;). 
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We next consider the following decomposition of w, w = y, t’, yz r.+ .a. ym v,, for 
which the following (3.3) and (3.4) hold: 
(3.3) There exist m integers 1 = i, < i, < .*. < i, < e such that for j = I,..., m, 
Yj=XijXij+, *** xij+,-z, and Vj=Xi,+,-, 1 where 0, = Xt. 
(3.4) Z(ri) < Z(S) for i = l,..., m, Z(Sj) =Z(S) for j = I,..., m - 1, and Z(6,) < 
Z(d), where r, = (t, y,), 6, = (t, y, u,), ri = (M(t, y, 0, **. yi-, oi-,), yi) and Ji = 
(“(t9 .Y, vi *” y,-, ui- ,), yivi) for i = 2 ,..., m. 
We note the following (3.5) - (3.9): 
(3.5) Since Z(Si) = Z(S) for i = I,..., m- 1, Mo(z(6i), Yi”i)=MO(Z(s)> Ylu, ‘*’ 
yiui) for i = l,..., m - 1. 
(3.6) From (3.5), #M,(z(@, w) = #M,(z(6), y, v,) = ..a = #M,(z(~), y, V, ... 
Ym-IUrn-J 
(3.7) For i = l,..., m - 1, M(t, y, U, **. yiV,) -M,(Z(6), y, ZJ, *‘a y,Ui) P 4. 
(3.8) For any 1 < i ,< j < m - 1, if M(t, y,U, ..* yiUi) - M,(Z(6), 
Yl 0, . . . yi~i)=M(t, y,v, +.a yjuj)-M,(z(S), y,v, ..a yivj), then for any q,q’E 
WC Y, 0, -*. Yi~i)-“(l(z(6), Ylv, “* Yi”f)t d(r13 Yi+lvi+l “* Yj”,jl q’) > O’ 
(Part (3.8) follows from the assumption that Z(Si) = Z(S) for i = l,..., m - 1 and M, is 
deterministic). 
(3.9) By the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 4.2, for any i = l,..., m, there 
exist w,! E e(6,) and pi c ~(6,) for which (1) and (3) in the assertion and the following 
hold: for any (q, q’) E pi, d(q, yiUi, q’), d(q, wi,q’) < o(Z(6) - 1) t- n + 1. Since 6 is 
not complex, it holds that m Q 4”*(#V,,(d)) < 4”2(n + 1)“4”‘= (n + 1)” . 24”‘. 
As in Case (2), we can see that there exist w’ E e(6) and p cp(S) such that (1) 
and (3) in the assertion and the following hold: for any (q, q’) E p, d(q, w, q’), 
d(q, w’, q’) < (o(Z(6) - 1) + n + 1) . < (o(Z(S) - 1) + n + 1)” * 24”2 < o(Z(6)). 
Case (4) p(S) # {#}, z(6) # 4, and 6 is complex. Let xy, ..a y, z E JIf be the 
shortest word such that x, z E z*, e = 4n*, yi E X+ for i = l,..., I, xy, . .. y( z E 
Pre(w), and 6 is complex at (x, y, ,..., yI, 2). We put 6,, = (6 ~1, 4, = (Wh x>, v,), 
6,i = (“(f, xYl . . . yi- ,), yi) for i = 2 ,,.., E, and S,, + , = (M(t, xy, .. . y( ), z). Then 
either Z(S,i) < Z(S) or Z(S,i) = Z(6) and Z(6,i) is not complex for i = 0, I,..., t + 1 by 
Lemma 5.1. Then by the inductive hypothesis and Cases (1) - (3), there exist 
wii E e(6,,) and pli cp(Sli) such that (1) - (3) in the assertion hold to 6,i for 
i = 0, l,..., 6 + 1 with the following inequality: for any (4, q’) E p,i, d(q, W,i, q’), 
d(q, wii, q’) < (0(1(d) - 1) + n -f l)(n + 1)” . 24”*, where w,, =x, W,i = yi for 
i = I,..., e, and w,(+, =z. 
We put t’=M(t,xy, .a. y, z). From t, t’ and wii for 1 = 0, l,..., C + 1, we define 
two functions Z” : t x (0, l,..., e} -+ 2Q and Z- : ( l,..., & + 1 } x t’ -+ 2Q as follows: 
(4.1) For any qEt and iE{O,l,..., t), r+(q,i)={q’EQld(q,,wl,wl,... 
w;i9 4’) < k); 
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(4.2) Foranyq’Et’andiE {l,..., e+ l},r-(i,q’)={qEQ\d(q,~;~w;~+, . . . 
w;f+l, 9’) < kl. 
Note that P(q, 0) = {q’ E Q ) (q, q’) E plo}, P(q, 1) = {q’ E Q ) for some q” E Q, 
(q, q”) E p10 and (q”, q’) E p,,}, and so on. Since & = 4n2 > #V(6), we can see as in 
Lemma 5.2 that there exist i, j E {O, l,..., E} with i < j such that for any q E t, 
T+(q, i)=r+(q,j), and for any q’ Et’, r-(i, q’) =r-(j, q’). We put 
w; = w;()w;, a** wii(wiI+ 1 ‘*’ Wij)k wij+, * * * w;( + , . Let us examine the transition path 
spelled by w; from t  to t’. Let q E t, q’ E I’, d(q, w;, q’) < k, and qO, q, ,..., qi, qi+ ,, , 
qit213***, 4jl9 qi+l29*-*> qj*Y***Y 9i+ lk,**‘, qjk? qj+ 1 ,-p q/ E Q be such that d(q, WOO, 40) + 
d(qO, wll3 91) + *” + d(qi, Wli+r3 ‘7i+l) + d(4i+l*, Wli+2y 9i+*ll + ‘*’ + 
d(qj- 113 Wlj,qjl) + d(qll~Wli+l~qi+l2> + ‘*. + d(qjk,WI,jtl,q,itl) + ... + 
d(q, w;c +, 3 4’) < k. 
We recall that for any qo, q, E M(t, x) - M,(z(6), x), d(q,, yu, ql) > 0 for 
,u = l,..., !. This implies that for any qo, q1 E M(t, x) - M,(z(6), x), d(q,, w;, , ql) > 0 
for p = l,..., &. Since MO is deterministic, this implies that for any qo, q, E M(t, x) - 
Mo(z(~), X>, d(qo, Wiit 1 s.. wii, ql) > 0. Thus qi E M,(z(6), x) or qj, E M,(z(6), x) 
for some p E {l,..., k). We put qol = qi if qi E M,(z(6), x) and qo, = qj,, otherwise. By 
definition of r+, r-, i and j, we note that qol E P(q, i) n r- (i, q’) = 
T+ (q, j) n r-(j, 4’). This implies that 
d(q, W~,q’)<d(q,W~oW~, *.. Wii, 401)+d(qol~W~j+l *.’ W:/+I, 4’) 
< (0(1(J) - 1) + n + l)(n + 1)” . 24”2 . (! + 1 - (j - i)) 
< (o(Z(6) - 1) + n + 1)24”‘4”2(n + 1)” 
= (0(1(d) - 1) + n + 1)26n2(n + I)“. 
By construction of w{, we can also see that d(q, xy, a.. y, z, q’) < d(q, xy, .s. yi, 
401) +d(qol, Yj*.* y,z,q’)<(o(1(6)- l)+nt I)(n+ 1)*2@. 
Now let w=xy, ... y, zw*. If 6, = (M(t, xy, . . * y, z), w,) is complex and Z(8,) = 
1(s), then we can apply the above procedure to 6,. 
Thus we have a decomposition of w, w = w, w, *.. w, w,, and w’ = wi wi ... wh WA 
such that w, = xy, ... y, z, w; = w;()w;, *.. w’li,(wli,+ 1 “* Wlj,)kWljl+ 1 “’ wl/ + 13 
w2=x’yi .-. y; z’, w;= w;~w;, ... w;i,(~;i,tl ... ~;~,)~w;~~+, +.. w;( t,, for some 
z’ E P, 
p,:;;;;.,y;;, Zr), 
Z(M(t, x), wz) = I(S), (M(t, x), w2) is complex at 
and so on for i = 3,..., ,u; moreover either 
e+1 = VW, w, ... w,), w,,) is not complex or 1(6,+ ,) < I(S). Thus we can see for 
any (a 4’) E ~(4 with d(q, w, q’) < k, there exists a decomposition of w, 
w= v,v, **- vu+*, qoiEMo(z(6), v,v,... vi) for i= I,..., ,u, and v,iEC* for 
j = l,..., ,u + 1 for which the following (4.3) - (4.6) hold: 
0, E Pre(w,), vi E Pre(w;), vi E Suf(wi_r) . Pre(w,), 
vf E Suf(wj-,) . Pre(w,l) (4.3) 
for i = 2 ,..., p, vr+, E Suf(w,) * { wo}, and vl fl E Suf(w;) . {w;}, 
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40i+1EM(%i,vi+,)~7M(qOi,vl+,> 
for i = 0 ,..., p + 1, where qoo = q and qou + 1 = q’. 
v;v; .** v;,, E e(S). 
~(q~~,~qo,)+~(qo,~~z~qo*)+~~~+~(qo~~,tl~q’)~ 
4% 4,40,) + 4qo,, Vi> 402) + *‘. + 4?0, u:t, 3 4’) 
< n * 2 * (o(Z(6) - 1) + n + l)(n + 1)” * 26”2 
< (o(Z(S) - 1) + n + l)(n + I),+] 26n2+’ 
< oV(&). 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
The inequality follows by construction and the proof of Lemma 4.2. Now put W’ = 
v;v; *** v;+’ and p = {(q, q’) E p(6) 1 d(q, w’, q’) < k}. From the above observations 
we can see that (1) - (3) in the assertion hold to W’ and p. This completes the proof 
of the main lemma. 
Finally we would like to present the following theorem which holds for an 
arbitrary D-automata. 
THEOREM 5.2. An arbitrary D-automaton s& = (2, Q, M, S, F, d) is limited in 
distance ifsO < m(m + 1)3”2 . 2mcamzt I), where m = 2#a. 
Proof. Let &’ = (2, Q, A4, S, F, d) be an arbitrary D-automaton. By Lemma 3.2, 
there exists a D-automaton J&’ = (C, Q’, M’, S, F’, d’) for which (1) - (5) in the 
lemma hold. Moreover by the proof of the lemma, one can see that Q’ c 24. Then by 
the main theorem and Lemma 3.2, the following (a) - (d) are equivalent: 
(a) &” is limited in distance. 
(b) &’ is limited in distance. 
(c) D(&“) < m(m + l)‘m2 . 2”‘(6m2+1). 
(d) D(A) < m(m + 1)3m2 . 2mcam2t I). 
This completes the proof. 
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